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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter presents background of the study, statement of problem, purpose 

of the study, significances of the study, scope and limitation of the study, and 

definition of key terms. 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

English is a language used by countries all over the world. It is used as 

international language and as a major language of international business, science, 

profession and also for entertainment. In Indonesia, English is the first international 

language taught as a compulsory subject starting from junior high school until 

university levels. The general purpose of English teaching is to help students to be 

able to comprehend the language correctly.  

Vocabulary is one important thing in teaching and learning language 

especially at the beginning of learning language. Cameron (2003:72) said, “building 

up a useful vocabulary is central to the learning of a foreign language at primary 

level”.  Some students only think of vocabulary learning as knowing the primary 

meaning of new words. Students may recognize a word in a written or spoken form 

and think that they already "know the word", but they may not be able to 

communicate words properly in different contexts. 
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Vocabulary is an essential component for successful communication in the 

second language classroom. While grammar is important, a lack of vocabulary may 

result in complete failure to convey a message. Nowadays, the ability of effective 

communication is the main aim of teaching, so teachers try to develop students’ 

communicative competency  and vocabulary is the key to it. With a wide vocabulary, 

a person can communicate effectively even though he/she may be very weak in 

grammatical knowledge. It means that teachers must pay a lot of attention to constant, 

regular work on enriching students’ vocabulary. 

For many learners of English, whenever they think of vocabulary, they think 

of learning a list of new words with meanings in their native language without any 

real context practice. Learning vocabulary can be boring for students if the technique 

that is used to teach vocabulary is only looking up words in the dictionary and 

memorize definitions. Therefore, the "look and remember" way of vocabulary 

learning seems to be very uneffective for learners of the English language.  

Thus, it is the teacher’s responsibility to establish the teaching and learning 

process in such a way that vocabulary is presented in an effective manner which can 

eventually help students to use the words accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately, 

and create a fun classroom atmosphere. ESL/EFL specialists often justify the use of 

games in order to motivate the students such as Murcia (in Huyen, 2003) who states that 

students will learn more, if teachers are able to provide enjoyable learning. Accordingly, 

game as one of activities in the teaching and learning process has become very 

popular. 
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In games, “language use takes precedence over language practice” (Celce-Murcia 

and Macintosh 1979), in Huyen (2003) and in this sense “games bring classroom closer 

to the real world. Each game, by nature, focuses on one or more aspects of English like a 

grammar point, a vocabulary area, or a communication skill.” Games can be used as the 

instructional media for teaching, and there might be no reason why they cannot be 

included as a part of a lesson. Therefore, language teachers can plan to introduce relevant 

vocabulary before undertaking any communication activity and/or to encourage students 

to look the word up in the dictionary. 

Vocabulary games are an ideal method of helping students improve their 

vocabulary skills, because they subtly enforce the skills without boring them (Huyen, 

2003). It can help students not only enjoy and entertain with the language they learn, 

but also practice it incidentally. Board games are one of the most common games in 

the world. Board games are very involving; playing these games lends a sense of 

excitement, fun and learning to the players. It provides a way for students to play 

with words, to become more comfortable with words, and to enjoy language, 

pressure-free. One of the goals is that students will enjoy reading and words, for their 

own sake.  

It is supported by research conducted by Dewantara (2010) about the learning 

description through Beberan Board Game which provides integrated and practical 

activities in improving students’ language competences. He concluded that using 

Bèbèran Board Game as the learning media can motivate students, and stimulate 

effective learning activity. It gives students large chance to be active, stimulate 

mutual-work and discussion between students, and be independent in learning. 
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Another  previous research that was conducted by Septiana (2009) found that using 

board games as teaching media can improve students’ vocabulary achievements. The 

students showed the positive responses toward the board game. They were more 

interested in studying English than before because they memorized easily new 

vocabulary using board game, their vocabulary learning atmosphere was really live. 

The subject of this study is the students of second grade at SMP Plus Hidayatul 

Mubtadi’in Singosari Malang. During the observation, most of them are unable to 

comprehend the English text well. When they read English text, they tend to focus on 

the word rather than on the entire text, and they rely on their dictionaries. The result 

that they are lazy reading English text because they are afraid of finding unfamiliar 

words and have a vocabulary problem. That makes them insecure reading English 

text. Moreover, based on the teacher statements, the students also feel difficult in 

expressing their ideas, and constructing in writing. 

So, from the researcher’s observation and the teacher’s statements, it can be 

concluded that there are some problems that were found in learning vocabulary: 1. 

they difficult to understand the English text, 2. the students cannot speak English 

fluently, 3. they often feel difficult when they want to make sentences, and 4. the 

students are difficult to memorize the vocabularies, 5. the teaching style that the 

teacher uses is always monotonous. 

Based on the problems, it is necessary to create an effective act supported by 

effective media in order to improve vocabulary mastery. This study is focused on two 

problems that is students’ low vocabulary and students’ motivation in learning 
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vocabulary. The researcher wants to apply a new technique by utilizing Beberan 

Board Game as the media in teaching vocabulary at Junior High School “Hidayatul 

Mubtadiin” Singosari  Malang. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

 1. “How can Beberan Board Game improve the students’ vocabulary mastery 

at SMP Plus Hidayatul Mubtadi’in Singosari Malang ?” 

2. Does Beberan Board Game can improve the students’ motivation in 

learning vocabulary at SMP Plus Hidayatul Mubtadi’in Singosari Malang ?” 

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

 Based on the problem, the purpose of this study is to improve the students’ 

vocabulary mastery and students’ motivation using Beberan Board Game at SMP 

Plus Hidayatul Mubtadi’in Singosari Malang. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

The result of this study has some significant contribution as follows. 

First, the research is expected to give information to the students at English 

Departement of UMM about strategy to teach vocabulary. This information is 

expected to be beneficial if the students want to adopt for their future when they 

become a teacher. Second, for the students, this study is hoped to improve the english 

vocabulary that can support the ability of other skill. This study is hoped to give a 

feedback to Junior High School about strategy used. It is hoped that other teacher 

who still has single strategy can apply and develop other strategy for the class. Third, 

it might be become a reference for other research on the similar problems, by using 
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another design to develop the student’s mastery of vocabulary. In other words, the 

result of this study is expected to increase the teacher knowledge about this Beberan 

Board Game. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study 

The scope is focused on the use of Beberan Board Game as the instructional 

media in teaching vocabulary. In addition, this study is limited to the second year 

students of Junior High School Hidayatul Mubtadi’in Singosari Malang. 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

 The following key terms that will be used in this study are: 

1. Teaching is the process of transferring knowledge from the teacher to the students 

or from someone to another wheter in formal or informal situation. 

2. Vocabulary is the glue that holds stories, ideas, and content together, making 

comprehension accessible for children” (Rupley 1999),  in Arguelles (2008). 

3. Improve is process of becoming something better (Oxford:2004). 

4. Beberan Board Game is a game using a square board with pictures on it supported 

by some items, such as: dice, tokens, and some cards facing downward which 

consists of questions or instructions that the player have to do. The player who is the 

fastest achieving the game objectives will be the winner. 

 

 

 


